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January 2018 Release Notes 
Build 14104 on CMS released Wednesday 01.10.18 

 

+ Updates in this Release + 

This month we offer the third component of Version Comparison along with a wide range of 
improvements to the CMS. . 

Version Comparison - Visual 

In the December release, the Source and Content components of Version Compare windows were 
available. This month, we present the third component: Visual Compare 
 
This is a very powerful feature as it allows you to view the differences between two versions of your 
web page. By using Version Compare you can easily see what differences have been made, which will 
allow you to revert to a previous version or allow you to simply view the changes.   
 
To compare asset versions, complete the following: 

1. Go to [View] [Properties] to open the properties panel 
2. Click [Versions] to open the Version Compare window 
3. Select two versions of the asset you would like to compare 
4. Click the [Actions] dropdown and select [Compare Versions Visual] (Figure 1) 
5. The compare window will be displayed with blue/pink indicators for the added and removed 

items. 
6. To revert to a version. Select [Revert to this Version] in the upper right of the center panel.  
7. You can also view the other version compares by clicking [Source] or [Content] at the top of the 

panel.  
8. To close the version compare panel, click [Cancel Versioning] 
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Figure 1 – Visual Version Compare  

 
 

General Product Updates 

Since the December release, the Engineering team has been working many performance and quality 
related items in the CMS. As seen in the section below, there is a plethora of bug fixes and technical 
updates to the product which will help improve the overall user experience and lay the groundwork for 
features which will be released over the next several months.   

 

+ Other Improvements + 

1. A select all checkbox has been added to the Group ACL's sub-section (OCD-4003) 
2. All fonts within the CMS are consistent (OCD-3927) 
3. An asset icon will display properly while editing the asset (OCD-4036) 
4. An Save message has been added to the sliding modals when I user attempts to navigate away 

without having saved the changes (OCD-4054) 
5. Downloading attachments from the CMS asset preview will work in IE (OCD-2786) 
6. Models will correctly display on the New drop-down (OCD-4645) 
7. New groups will save correctly (OCD-5001) 
8. Several enhancements have been made to improve Component Library performance (OCD-

4626, OCD-4980) 
9. The download option will appear for binary assets (OCD-3965) 
10. The Edit Account page was renamed to Edit Profile to provide user clarity (OCD-3970) 
11. The error highlighting will display properly when inline editing with DQM (OCD-2089) 
12. The gear icon will display properly when using Inline editing with DQM enabled (OCD-2294) 
13. The Refresh button will display properly on all platforms (OCD-4643) 
14. Uploaded images will be in the correct folder (OCD-4053) 
15. Importing images will not cause an error (OCD-5109) 
16. Sliding modals will display properly on IE11 (OCD-2498) 
17. Deleting an image using Edit Form will work properly (OCD-4463) 
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18. You can multiple items in a drop-down while editing (OCD-4509) 
19. Uploaded images can be replaced using edit (OCD-4703) 
20. WCO controls will appear when editing an asset (OCD-4744) 
21. Long names in the versions panel will not be truncated (OCD-4906) 

 

 


